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Abstract—The notion of verifiable database (VDB) enables a resource-constrained client to securely outsource a very large database

to an untrusted server so that it could later retrieve a database record and update it by assigning a new value. Also, any attempt by the

server to tamper with the data will be detected by the client. Very recently, Catalano and Fiore [17] proposed an elegant framework to

build efficient VDB that supports public verifiability from a new primitive named vector commitment. In this paper, we point out

Catalano-Fiore’s VDB framework from vector commitment is vulnerable to the so-called forward automatic update (FAU) attack.

Besides, we propose a new VDB framework from vector commitment based on the idea of commitment binding. The construction is not

only public verifiable but also secure under the FAU attack. Furthermore, we prove that our construction can achieve the desired

security properties.

Index Terms—Verifiable database, cloud computing, secure outsourcing, vector commitment
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the rapid development of cloud computing, the
techniques for securely outsourcing prohibitively

expensive computations are getting widespread attentions
in the scientific community. In the outsourcing computation
paradigm, the client with resource-constraint devices can
outsource the heavy computation workloads into the cloud
server and enjoy unlimited computing resources in a pay-
per-use manner.

Despite the tremendous benefits, outsourcing computa-
tion inevitably suffers from some new security challenges.
Firstly, the computation tasks often contain some sensitive
information that should not be exposed to (semi-trusted)
cloud servers. Therefore, one security challenge is the
secrecy of inputs/outputs of the outsourcing computation.
We argue that the traditional encryption techniques can
only provide a partial solution to this problem since it is
very difficult to perform meaningful computations over the
encrypted data. Though the fully homomorphic encryption
could be a potential solution, the existing schemes are not
practical yet. Secondly, a semi-trusted cloud server may

return a computationally indistinguishable (invalid) result
due to financial incentives. Therefore, another security chal-
lenge is the verifiability of the outsourcing computation.
That is, the client can verify the validity of computation
result efficiently. Trivially, the verification should never be
involved in some other complicated computations. At the
very least, it must be far more efficient than accomplishing
the computation task itself.

The primitive of verifiable computation has been well
studied by plenty of researchers in the past decades [8], [9],
[10], [30], [32], [39], [40], [41], [43], [53], [56]. Most of the
prior work focused on generic solutions for arbitrary func-
tions (encoded as a Boolean circuit). Though in general the
problem of verifiable computation has been theoretically
solved, the proposed solutions are still much inefficient for
real-world applications. Therefore, it is still meaningful to
seek for efficient protocols for verifiable computation of spe-
cific functions.

Benabbas et al. [15] first proposed the notion of verifiable
database (VDB, for short), which is extremely useful to solve
the problem of verifiable outsourcing storage. Assume that
a resource constrained client would like to store a very large
database on a server so that it could later retrieve a database
record and update it by assigning a new value. If the server
attempts to tamper with the database, it will be detected by
the client with an overwhelming probability. Besides, the
computation and storage resources invested by the client
must not depend on the size of the database (except for an
initial setup phase).

For the case of static database, we can achieve the goal
based on simple solutions using message authentication
codes or digital signatures. That is, the client signs each
database record before sending it to the server, and the
server is requested to output the record together with its
valid signature. The solution does not work if the client per-
forms update on the database. As noted in [15], the main
technical difficulty is that the client must have a mechanism
to revoke the signatures given to the server for the previous
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values. Trivially, the client could keep track of every change
locally in order to solve this issue. However, this totally con-
tradicts the goal of outsourcing, i.e., the client should use
much less resources than those needed to store the database
locally. This problem has been addressed by works on accu-
mulators [19], [20], [48] and authentication data structures
[44], [46], [50], [52]. However, these solutions either rely on
non-constant size assumptions (such as q-Strong Diffie-Hell-
man assumption), or require expensive operations such
as generation of primes and expensive “re-shuffling”
procedures.

Benabbas et al. [15] presented the first practical verifiable
computation scheme for high degree polynomial functions
and used it to design an efficient VDB scheme. The con-
struction relies on a constant size assumption in bilinear
groups of composite order, but does not support the public
verifiability (i.e., only the owner of the database can verify
the correctness of the proofs). Recently, Catalano and Fiore
[17] proposed an elegant solution to build VDB from a prim-
itive named vector commitment. The concrete construction
relies on standard constant-size assumption and supports
the public verifiability.

1.1 Our Contribution

In this paper, we further study the problem of constructing
verifiable database with efficient updates. Our contribution
is two fold:

� We point out a security weakness of Catalano-Fiore’s
elegant VDB framework from vector commitment.
That is, the framework is vulnerable to the so-called
forward automatic update (FAU) attack defined in
this paper.

� We propose a new VDB framework from vector
commitment based on the binding commitment. The
construction is not only public verifiable but also
secure under the FAU attack. Additionally, we pres-
ent a concrete scheme based on the standard con-
stant-size computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
assumption. The proposed scheme uses the bilinear
pairing groups of prime order instead of composite
one and thus is more efficient than Benabbas-Gen-
naro-Vahlis’s scheme [15].

1.2 Related Work

Plenty of researchers have devoted considerable attention to
the problem of how to securely outsource different kinds of
expensive computations. Abadi et al. [1] first proved the
impossibility of secure outsourcing an exponential compu-
tation while locally doing only polynomial time work.
Therefore, it is meaningful only to consider outsourcing
expensive polynomial time computations.

In the theoretical computer science community,
Atallah et al. [3] presented a framework for secure out-
sourcing of scientific computations such as matrix multi-
plications and quadrature. However, the solution used
the disguise technique and thus led to the leakage of pri-
vate information. Later, there are plenty of research work
that also investigated this problem [2], [6], [54], [55].
Atallah and Li [4] investigated the problem of computing
the edit distance between two sequences and presented

an efficient protocol to securely outsource sequence
comparisons to two servers. Recently, Blanton et al. pro-
posed a more efficient scheme for secure outsourcing
sequence comparisons [11].

In the cryptographic community, Chaum and Pedersen
[28] firstly introduced the notion of wallets with observers,
a piece of secure hardware installed on the client’s com-
puter to perform some expensive computations. Hohen-
berger and Lysyanskaya [38] proposed the first outsource-
secure algorithm for modular exponentiations based on the
two previous approaches of precomputation [13], [47], [51]
and server-aided computation [12], [14], [31]. Chen et al.
[26] proposed more efficient outsource-secure algorithms
for (simultaneously) modular exponentiation in the two
untrusted program model. Chevallier-Mames et al. [16] pre-
sented the first algorithm for secure delegation of elliptic-
curve pairings based on an untrusted server model. How-
ever, an obvious disadvantage of the algorithm is that the
outsourcer should carry out some other expensive opera-
tions such as scalar multiplications and exponentiations.
Green et al. [37] proposed new methods for efficiently and
securely outsourcing decryption of attribute-based encryp-
tion (ABE) ciphertexts.

Since the servers are not fully trusted by the out-
sourcers, there should exist an efficient way for the client
to check the validity of the computation result. Gennaro
et al. [36] first formalized the notion of verifiable compu-
tation. Though the solution allows a client to outsource
the computation of an arbitrary function, it is inefficient
for practical applications due to the complicated fully
homomorphic encryption techniques [34], [35]. Besides,
another disadvantage of the schemes based on fully
homomorphic encryption is that, the client must repeat
the expensive pre-processing stage if the malicious server
tries to cheat and learns a bit of information, i.e., the cli-
ent has accepted or rejected the computation result.
Benabbas et al. [15] presented the first practical verifiable
computation scheme for high degree polynomial func-
tions [36] and used it to construct efficient VDB schemes.
Very recently, Chen et al. [27] introduced the notion of
verifiable database with incremental updates. Parno et al.
[49] showed a construction of a multi-function verifiable
computation scheme based on the outsourced ABE.

Generally, there are three kinds of approaches to
achieve the verifiability of outsourcing computations. The
first one is mostly suitable for the case that the verifica-
tion itself is never involved in any expensive computa-
tions. For example, for the inversion of one-way function
class of outsourcing computations [5], [22], [23], [25], [33],
the client can directly verify the result since the verifica-
tion is just equivalent to compute the one-way functions.
The second approach is that the client uses multiple serv-
ers to achieve verifiability [21], [25], [38]. That is, the cli-
ent sends the random test query to multiple servers and
it accepts only if all the servers output the same result.
Trivially, the approach can only ensure the client to detect
the error with probability absolutely less than 1. The last
approach is based on one malicious server and might
leverage some proof systems [30], [39], [40], [43]. Obvi-
ously, an essential requirement is that the client must ver-
ify the proofs efficiently.
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1.3 Organization

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the formal definition and security requirements of VDB.
Some preliminaries are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we overview Catalano-Fiore’s VDB Framework from vector
commitment and present some security flaws of the con-
struction. We propose a new efficient VDB framework and
a concrete VDB scheme in Section 5. The security analysis of
the proposed VDB scheme and comparison with existing
schemes are given in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks
will be made in Section 7.

2 VERIFIABLE DATABASE WITH UPDATES

2.1 Formal Definition

We consider the database DB as a set of tuples ðx;mxÞ in
some appropriate domain, where x is an index and mx is
the corresponding value. Informally, a VDB scheme allows
a resource-constrained client to outsource the storage of a
very large database to a server in such a way that the client
can later retrieve and update the database records from the
server. Inherently, any attempts to tamper with the data by
the dishonest server will be detected with an overwhelming
probability when the client queries the database. In order to
achieve the confidentiality of the data record mx, the client
can use a master secret key to encrypt each mx using a sym-
metric encryption scheme such as AES. Trivially, given the
ciphertext vx, only the client can compute the record mx.
Therefore, we only need to consider the case of encrypted
database ðx; vxÞ. This is implicitly assumed in the existing
academic research.

The formal definition for verifiable databases with
updates is given as follows [15], [17]:

Definition 1. A verifiable database scheme with updates VDB ¼
ðSetup;Query;Verify;UpdateÞ consists of four algorithms
defined below.

� Setupð1k;DBÞ: On input the security parameter k,
the setup algorithm is run by the client to generate a
secret key SK to be secretly stored by the client, a data-
base encoding S that is given to the server, and a public
key PK that is distributed to all users (including the
client itself) for verifying the proofs.

� QueryðPK;S; xÞ: On input an index x, the query
algorithm is run by the server, and returns a pair
t ¼ ðv;pÞ.

� VerifyðPK=SK; x; tÞ: The public verification algorithm
outputs a value v if t is correct with respect to x, and
an error ? otherwise.

� UpdateðSK; x; v0Þ: In the update algorithm, the client
firstly generates a token t0x with the secret key SK and
then sends the pair ðt0x; v0Þ to the server. Then, the
server uses v0 to update the database record in index x,
and t0x to update the public key PK.

Remark 1. There are two different kinds of verifiability for
the outputs of the query algorithm, i.e., t ¼ ðv;pÞ. In the
Catalano-Fiore’s scheme [17], anyone can verify the
validity of t with the public key PK. Therefore, it satisfies
the property of public verifiability. However, in some
applications, only the client can verify the proofs

generated by the server since the secret key of the client
is involved in the verification. This is called the private
verifiability [15]. A verifiable database scheme should
support both verifiability for various applications.

2.2 Security Requirements

In the following, we introduce some security requirements
for VDB. The first requirement is the security of VDB
scheme. Intuitively, a VDB scheme is secure if a malicious
server cannot convince a verifier to accept an invalid output,
i.e., v 6¼ vx where vx is the value of database record in the
index x. Note that vx can be either the initial value given by
the client in the setup stage or the latest value assigned by
the client in the update procedure. Benabbas et al. [15] pre-
sented the following definition:

Definition 2 (Security). A VDB scheme is secure if for any
database DB 2 ½q� � f0; 1g�, where q ¼ polyðkÞ, and for any
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A,

AdvAðVDB; DB; kÞ � neglðkÞ;

where AdvAðVDB; DB; kÞ ¼ Pr½ExpVDB
A ðDB; kÞ ¼ 1� is

defined as the advantage of A in the experiment as follows:

ExperimentExpVDB
A ½DB; k�

ðPK;SKÞ  SetupðDB; kÞ;
For i ¼ 1; . . . ; l ¼ polyðkÞ;

Verify query :

ðxi; tiÞ  A
�
PK; t01; . . . ; t

0
i�1

�
;

vi  VerifyðPK=SK; xi; tiÞ;
Update query :

ðxi; vðiÞxi Þ  AðPK; t01; . . . ; t0i�1Þ;
t0i  Update

�
SK; xi; v

ðiÞ
xi

�
;

ðx̂; t̂Þ  A
�
PK; t01; . . . ; t

0
l

�
;

v̂ VerifyðPK=SK; x̂; t̂Þ
If v̂ 6¼? and v̂ 6¼ v

ðlÞ
x̂ ; output 1; else output 0:

In the above experiment, after every update query, we
implicitly assign PK PKi.

The second requirement is the correctness of VDB
scheme. That is, the value and proof generated by the hon-
est server can be always verified successfully and accepted
by the client.

Definition 3 (Correctness). A VDB scheme is correct if for any
database DB 2 ½q� � f0; 1g�, where q ¼ polyðkÞ, and for any
valid pair t ¼ ðv;pÞ generated by an honest server, the output
of verification algorithm is always the value v.

The third requirement is the efficiency of VDB scheme.
That is, the client in the verifiable database scheme should
not be involved in plenty of expensive computation and
storage (except for an initial pre-processing phase).1

1. In some scenarios, the client is allowed to invest a one-time expen-
sive computational effort. This is known as the amortized model of out-
sourcing computations [36].
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Definition 4 (Efficiency). A VDB scheme is efficient if for any
database DB 2 ½q� � f0; 1g�, where q ¼ polyðkÞ, the computa-
tion and storage resources invested by the client must be inde-
pendent of q.

Finally, we introduce a new requirement named account-
ability for VDB scheme [27]. That is, after the client has
detected the tampering of dishonest server, he should pro-
vide some evidence to convince a judge of the facts.

Definition 5 (Accountability). A VDB scheme is accountable if
for any database DB 2 ½q� � f0; 1g�, where q ¼ polyðkÞ, the
client can provide a proof if the dishonest server has tampered
with the database.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the basic definition and
properties of bilinear pairings. We then present the formal
definition of vector commitment.

3.1 Bilinear Pairings

Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic multiplicative groups of prime
order p. Let g be a generator of G1. A bilinear pairing is a
map e : G1 � G1 ! G2 with the following properties:

1) Bilinear. eðua; vbÞ ¼ eðu; vÞab for all u; v 2 G1, and
a; b 2 Z�p.

2) Non-degenerate. eðg; gÞ 6¼ 1:
3) Computable. There is an efficient algorithm to com-

pute eðu; vÞ for all u; v 2 G1:
The examples of such groups can be found in supersin-

gular elliptic curves or hyperelliptic curves over finite fields,
and the bilinear pairings can be derived from the Weil or
Tate pairings. In the following, we introduce the Computa-
tional Diffie-Hellman problem in G1.

Definition 6. The Computational Diffie-Hellman problem in G1

is defined as follows: given a triple ðg; gx; gyÞ for any
x; y 2R Zp as inputs, output gxy. We say that the CDH
assumption holds in G1 if for every probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm A, there exists a negligible function neglð�Þ
such that Pr½Að1k; g; gx; gyÞ ¼ gxy� � neglðkÞ for all security
parameter k.

A variant of CDH problem is the Square Computational
Diffie-Hellman (Squ-CDH) problem. That is, given ðg; gxÞ
for x 2R Zp as inputs, output g

x2 . It has been proved that the
Squ-CDH assumption is equivalent to the classical CDH
assumption [7].

3.2 Vector Commitments

Commitment is a fundamental primitive in cryptography
and plays an important role in almost all security proto-
cols such as voting, identification, zero-knowledge proof,
etc. Intuitively, a commitment scheme can be viewed as
the digital equivalent of a sealed envelope. The sender
places a message in the sealed envelope and gives it to
the receiver. On one hand, no one except the sender
could open the envelope to learn the message from the
commitment (this is called hiding). On the other hand,
the sender could not change the message any more (this
is called binding).

Very recently, Catalano and Fiore [17] proposed a new
primitive called Vector Commitment, which is closely
related to zero-knowledge sets [18], [24], [42], [45]. Infor-
mally speaking, a vector commitment scheme allows to
commit to an ordered sequence of values ðm1; . . . ; mqÞ in
such a way that the committer can later open the com-
mitment at specific positions. Furthermore, anyone
should not be able to open a commitment to two differ-
ent values at the same position (this is called position
binding). Besides, vector can be required to be hiding.
That is, any adversary cannot distinguish whether a
commitment was created to a sequence ðm1; . . . ; mqÞ or
to ðm01; . . . ; m0qÞ, even after seeing some openings at some

positions. However, hiding is not a critical property in
the realization of vector commitment for some applica-
tions, e.g., constructing verifiable database with efficient
updates. Therefore, the property of hiding is not consid-
ered in Catalano and Fiore’s constructions.2 Besides the
properties of position binding and hiding, vector com-
mitment needs to be concise, i.e., the size of the commit-
ment string and the opening are both independent of q.
In the following, we present a formal definition of vector
commitment [17].

Definition 7. A vector commitment scheme VC¼ðVC:KeyGen;

VC:Com;VC:Open;VC:Veri;VC:Update;VC:ProofUpdateÞ
consists of the following algorithms:

� VC:KeyGenð1k; qÞ. On input the security parameter
k and the size q ¼ polyðkÞ of the committed vector,
the key generation algorithm outputs some public
parameters PP which also implicitly define the mes-
sage spaceM.

� VC:ComPPðm1; . . . ;mqÞ. On input a sequence of q
messages ðm1; . . . ;mqÞ 2 Mq, and the public parame-
ters PP, the committing algorithm outputs a commit-
ment string C and an auxiliary information aux.

� VC:OpenPPðm; i; auxÞ. This algorithm is run by the
committer to produce a proof pi that m is the ith com-
mitted message.

� VC:VerPPðC;m; i;piÞ. The verification algorithm out-
puts 1 only if pi is a valid proof that C is a commit-
ment to a sequence ðm1; . . . ;mqÞ such thatm ¼ mi.

� VC:UpdatePPðC;m; i;m0Þ. This algorithm is run by
the original committer who wants to update C by
changing the ith message to m0. It takes as input the
old message m at the position i, the new message m0,
outputs a new commitment C0 together with an update
information U .

� VC:ProofUpdatePPðC;U;m0; i;piÞ. The algorithm
can be run any user who holds a proof pi for some mes-
sage at the position j w.r.t. C. It allows the user to
compute an updated proof p0i (and the updated commit-
ment C0) such that p0i is valid w.r.t C0 which contains
m0 as the new message at the position i. Basically, the
value U contains the update information which is
needed to compute such values.

2. Trivially, a vector commitment scheme with hiding property can
be constructed by composing a standard commitment scheme with any
vector commitment scheme that does not satisfy hiding.
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4 CATALANO-FIORE VDB FRAMEWORK

Catalano and Fiore presented an elegant construction for
building a general VDB framework from vector commit-
ment [17]. In this section, we first overview their VDB gen-
eral framework and then present a security weakness of the
construction.

4.1 The General Framework

Catalano-Fiore’s VDB general construction from vector
commitment is given as follows.

� Setupð1k;DBÞ. Let the database be DB ¼ ði; viÞ for
1 � i � q. Run the key generation algorithm of vector
commitment to obtain the public parameters

PP VC:KeyGenð1k; qÞ. Run the committing algo-
rithm to compute the commitment and auxiliary
information ðC; auxÞ VC:ComPPðv1; . . . ; vqÞ. Define
PK ¼ ðPP; CÞ as the public key of VDB scheme,
S ¼ ðPP; aux; DBÞ as the database encoding, and
SK ¼? as the secret key of the client.

� QueryðPK;S; xÞ. On input an index x, the server
firstly runs the opening algorithm to compute
px  VC:OpenPPðvx; x;auxÞ and then returns
t ¼ ðvx;pxÞ.

� VerifyðPK; x; tÞ. Parse the proofs t ¼ ðvx;pxÞ. If
VC:VerPPðC; x; vx;pxÞ ¼ 1, then return vx. Otherwise,
return an error ?.

� UpdateðSK; x; v0Þ. To update the record of index x,
the client firstly retrieves the current record vx from
the server. That is, the client obtains t  
QueryðPK;S; xÞ from the server and checks that
VerifyðPK; x; tÞ ¼ vx 6¼?. Also, the client computes
ðC0; UÞ  VC:UpdatePPðC; vx; x; v0xÞ and outputs

PK0 ¼ ðPP; C0Þ and t0x ¼ ðPK0; v0x; UÞ. Then, the server
uses v0x to update the database record of index x, PK0

to update the public key, and U to update the auxil-
iary information.

4.2 Forward Automatic Update Attack

We argue that Catalano-Fiore’s VDB construction suffers
from the following attack.

The attack is based on the fact that an adversary A (i.e.,
the malicious server) can perform Update in a same way
as the client. That is, the adversary A firstly retrieves
the current record vx. Then, A computes ðC�; UÞ  
VC:UpdatePPðC; vx; x; v�xÞ and outputs PK� ¼ ðPP; C�Þ and
t�x ¼ ðPK�; v�x; UÞ (note that all of the computations do not
need any secret knowledge of the client). Finally, the server
updates the corresponding database record with v�x, and the

public key with PK�. Trivially, the server can generate a
valid proof for any query based on PK�. Besides, this forward
updated public key PK� and the real one PK0 are totally
computationally indistinguishable from a viewpoint of any
third party. Therefore, when a dispute occurs, a judge can-
not deduce that the server is dishonest. We define this kind
of adversary as forward automatic update attacker.

We analyze why Catalano-Fiore’s VDB construction
suffers from the FAU attack. The main reason is that the
secret key in Catalano-Fiore’s VDB framework is assumed
to be empty, i.e., SK ¼ ?. Trivially, if SK ¼ ?, then

anyone can verify the validity of output t and thus the
construction supports the public verifiability. However,
this also allows the adversary A to update the database
in an indistinguishable manner as the client since no
secret information is required in the update algorithm.3

Besides, it is more difficult for the third party to detect
the FAU attack than the client. Therefore, VDB schemes
that support the public verifiability are more vulnerable
to the FAU attack in the real-world applications.

In the following, we present the formal proof that Cata-
lano-Fiore’s framework violates the security definition of
VDB (i.e., Definition 2).

Proposition 4.1. The Catalano-Fiore’s VDB framework does not
satisfy the property of security.

Proof. A VDB scheme does not satisfy the property of secu-
rity means that the adversary A (i.e., the dishonest
server) can successfully simulate the experiment

ExpVDB
A ½DB; k� and win the game with a non-negligible

probability. In the Catalano-Fiore’s VDB framework, the
secret key is assumed to be empty, i.e., SK ¼ ?. There-
fore, the adversary A can perform the algorithm Update
freely. Our main trick is that we require A to perform an
additional round of Update after finishing l rounds of
Update queries of the client. However, in the last round
of Update, A also plays the role of client. More precisely,

the simulated experiment Exp0VDBA ½DB; k� is defined as
follows:

ExperimentExp0VDBA ½DB; k�
ðPK;?Þ  SetupðDB; kÞ;

For i ¼ 1; . . . ; lþ 1;where l ¼ polyðkÞ;
Verify query :

ðxi; tiÞ  A
�
PK; t01; . . . ; t

0
i�1

�
;

vi  VerifyðPK=?; xi; tiÞ;
Update query :

�
xi; v

ðiÞ
xi

� A
�
PK; t01; . . . ; t

0
i�1

�
;

t0i  Update
�?; xi; v

ðiÞ
xi

�
;

ðx̂; t̂Þ  A
�
PK; t01; . . . ; t

0
lþ1

�
;

v̂ VerifyðPK=?; x̂; t̂Þ:

Since we implicitly assign PK PKi after every
update query in the experiment, the final public key

PK ¼ PKlþ1. Then, let v̂ ¼ v
ðlþ1Þ
x̂ . Trivially, v̂ 6¼? and

v̂ 6¼ v
ðlÞ
x̂ . This violates the security definition of VDB

scheme. tu

Remark 2. It seems that there are two naive approaches
against FAU attack for Catalano-Fiore’s VDB frame-
work. The first solution is that we can require the
server to compute a signature on the (updated) public
key. However, we argue that this solution does not

3. Note that the construction [15] only support the private verifiabil-
ity since the (non-empty) secret key SK is involved in the verification.
Besides, SK is also involved in the update algorithm and hence only the
client can update the database.
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work since the dishonest server is an inherent FAU
attacker in Catalano-Fiore’s VDB framework (the
server has the ability to compute the signature on any
public key). The second one is that the client computes
a signature on the (updated) public key. Obviously,
the server cannot forge the client’s signature. However,
it requires that the client must have a mechanism to
revoke the previous signatures (surprisingly, it
reverted to the same problem of VDB). Therefore, nei-
ther of the two approaches can solve the security issue
of Catalano-Fiore’s constructions.

4.3 Backward Substitution Update (BSU) Attack

In this section, we consider another attack in VDB
schemes that is not explicitly stated in previous litera-
tures. We call it Backward Substitution Update attack. That
is, the dishonest server can utilize the previous (while
valid) public key and the corresponding database to sub-
stitute the current ones (trivially, this can also be viewed
as an update). We argue that the server in VDB has the
ability to update the public key freely. If this case hap-
pens, the effort of the later update by the client is no lon-
ger meaningful. Furthermore, if the client did not store
the public key locally, it is difficult for him to distinguish
the past public key from the latest one. On the other
hand, even if the client has stored the latest public key, it
seems still to be difficult for him to prove the fact that the
stored public key is the latest one.

We argue that Benabbas-Gennaro-Vahlis’s scheme [15]
does not suffers from BSU attack since the secret key of
the client is updated each time. Without loss of generality,
assume that the latest secret key of client is SKl. When the
dishonest server presents a previous public key PKp

including a counter Tp and the corresponding database
DBp, it is trivial that the output of query algorithm by the
server cannot pass the verification with the secret key
SKl. As a result, the tampering will be detected by the cli-
ent. However, this cannot be viewed as a proof even if
the client presents his secret key to a judge. The reason is
that a malicious client also has the ability to frame a hon-
est server. That is, the malicious client can present a ran-
dom value as the secret key to invalidate the verification
on the output of an honest server. Thus, the judge cannot
deduce who is dishonest when a dispute occurred. In this
sense, we argue that Benabbas-Gennaro-Vahlis’s scheme
does not satisfy the property of accountability.

We provide a straightforward effective solution to this
problem: Similarly, we also introduce a counter T in the
public key to denote the update times. The difference is
that the server computes a signature s on the latest

counter Tl and the identity IDc of the client. Given a past
public key with the counter Tp, the client provides the
pair ðs; TlÞ to the judge as a proof. If s is valid and
Tp < Tl, the judge claims that the server is dishonest. Triv-
ially, the storage workload of the client is only the latest
pair ðs; TlÞ. Therefore, we do not focus on the BSU attack
any more in our proposed construction.

5 NEW EFFICIENT VDB FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a new efficient VDB framework
from vector commitment which is secure against the FAU
attack. Additionally, we present a concrete VDB construc-
tion from Catalano-Fiore’s vector commitment scheme
based on the CDH assumption [17].

5.1 Design Philosophy

As stated above, the main reason that Catalano-Fiore’s
framework suffers from the FUA attack is that the secret
key SK of the client (actually, SK is assumed to be ?) is
not involved in the computation and update of the public
key PK. This will enable the adversary (especially the dis-
honest server) to update PK freely. Note that
PK ¼ ðPP; C0Þ and the public parameter PP of vector
commitment is never updated.4 That is, the server can
update the vector commitment C0 at its own will and this
equals to update the databases. We argue that it is mean-
ingless if we add a signature of the server on C0 to PK
since the server can compute such a signature on any
message. On the other hand, if we use SK to compute the
updated public key PK (more precisely, the commitment
C0) just as in the scheme [15], the proposed VDB scheme
might no longer support the public verifiability. The
main reason is that the secret key SK might be also
involved in the verification of C and the corresponding
proofs (i.e., the openings of C). That is, only the client
with SK can verify the validity of the proofs. Therefore,
it seems to be contradictory to construct a VDB scheme
that is public verifiable and secure under the FUA attack
simultaneously.

We utilize the idea of commitment binding to solve this
problem. The main trick is that the client uses the secret key
SK to compute a signature on some binding information
which will be explained later. Also, the signature is used to
compute the updated commitment C0. Since the signature is
different for each updating, the server cannot compute a
new C0 without the cooperation of client.

The binding information consists of the last public key

CT�1 (a commitment value), the commitment CðT Þ on the
the current database vector, and the current counter T .
Assume that the signature of client on binding informa-

tion is HT ¼ SignskðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ, then the current public

key CT ¼ HTC
ðT Þ. So, the solution binds the commitment

CT to the 3-tuple ðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ in a recursion manner as
shown in Fig. 1. As a result, the adversary includes the
server cannot update the database and public key freely.

Fig. 1. Commitment binding.

4. The definition and constructions of vector commitment are actu-
ally given in the public parameter model (also as know as auxiliary
string model). That is, the public parameters are generated and pub-
lished by a trusted party [29].
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5.2 New Proposed VDB Framework

The new proposed VDB framework is given as follows.

� Setupð1k;DBÞ. Let the database be DB ¼ ði; viÞ for
1 � i � q. Let VC be any secure vector commitment
scheme. Run the key generation algorithm of vector
commitment to obtain the public parameters

PP VC:KeyGenð1k; qÞ. Run the committing algo-
rithm to compute the commitment and auxiliary
information ðCR; auxÞ  VC:ComPPðv1; . . . ; vqÞ. Let
ðsk; pkÞ be the secret/public key pair of the client.
Let Sign be a provably secure digital signature
scheme. Let T be a counter with the initial value 0.

Let CðT Þ ¼ VC:ComPPðvðT Þ1 ; . . . ; vðT Þq Þ be the commit-

ment on the latest database vector after the original
database DB has been updated T times. Trivially,

Cð0Þ ¼ CR. Specially, let C�1 ¼ CR. The client com-
putes and sends the signature H0 ¼ SignskðC�1;
Cð0Þ; 0Þ to the server. If H0 is valid, then the server

computes C0 ¼ H0C
ð0Þ. Also, the server adds the

information of S0 ¼ ðH0; C�1; Cð0Þ; 0Þ to aux.
Set PK ¼ ðPP; pk; CR; C0Þ as the public key of VDB

scheme, S ¼ ðPP; aux; DBÞ as the database encoding,
and SK ¼ sk as the secret key of the client.

� QueryðPK;S; xÞ. Assume that the current public key
PK ¼ ðPP; Y; CR; CT Þ. On input an index x, the server
runs the opening algorithm to compute px  
VC:OpenPPðvx; x; auxÞ and returns t ¼ ðvx;px;ST Þ,
where ST ¼ ðHT ;CT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ.

� VerifyðPK; x; tÞ. Parse t ¼ ðvx;px;ST Þ. If VerpkðST Þ ¼
1 (this means thatHT is a valid signature of the client

on message ðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ) and VC:VerPPðCT ;HT ;
x; vx;pxÞ ¼ 1, then return vx. Otherwise, return an
error ?.

� UpdateðSK; x; v0xÞ. To update the record of index x,
the client firstly retrieves the current record vx from
the server as in the above Verify algorithm. That is,
the client obtains t  QueryðPK;S; xÞ from the
server and checks that VerifyðPK; x; tÞ ¼ vx 6¼?. Set
T  T þ 1, the client firstly computes CðT Þ ¼
VC:ComPPðvðT Þ1 ; . . . ; vðT Þq Þ and t0x ¼ HT ¼ SignskðCT�1;
CðT Þ; T Þ, and then sends ðt0x; v0xÞ to the server. If t0x is

valid, then the server computes CT ¼ HTC
ðT Þ and

updates the public key PK ¼ ðPP; pk; CR; CT Þ (note
that only the value of CT needs to be updated). Also,
the server uses the value of v0x to update the database
record of index x, i.e., DBðxÞ  v0x. Finally, the
server adds the information of ST ¼ ðHT ;CT�1;
CðT Þ; T Þ to aux in S.

Remark 3. It is trivial that the above framework supports
the property of public verifiability. Similarly, we can also
adopt the idea of using a verifiable random function to
achieve private verifiability. For more details, please
refer to [17].

5.3 A Concrete VDB Scheme

In this section, we follow the proposed new VDB frame-
work to propose a concrete VDB scheme from the vector
commitments based on the CDH assumption [17].

� Setupð1k;DBÞ. Let k be a security parameter. Let
the database be DB ¼ ðx; vxÞ for 1 � x � q. Let G1

and G2 be two cyclic multiplicative groups of
prime order p equipped with a bilinear pairing
e : G1 � G1 ! G2. Let g be a generator of G1. Let
H : G1 � G1� f0; 1g� ! G1 be a cryptographic hash
function. Randomly choose q elements zi 2R Zp

and compute hi ¼ gzi , hi;j ¼ gzizj , where 1 � i; j � q

and i 6¼ j. Set PP ¼ ðp; q;G1;G2;H; e; g; fhig1�i�q;
fhi;jg1�i;j�q;i6¼jÞ, and the message space M¼ Zp.

The client randomly selects an element y 2R Zp

and then computes Y ¼ gy.

Let CR ¼
Qq

i¼1 h
vi
i be the root commitment on

the database vector ðv1; v2; . . . ; vqÞ. Let T be a

counter with the initial value 0. Let CðT Þ be the
commitment on the the latest database vector after
the original database DB has been updated T

times. Trivially, Cð0Þ ¼ CR. Specially, let C�1 ¼ CR.
The client computes and sends H0 ¼ HðC�1;
Cð0Þ; 0Þy to the server. If H0 is valid, then the server

computes C0 ¼ H0C
ð0Þ. Also, the server adds the

information of ðH0; C�1; Cð0Þ; 0Þ to aux.
Set PK ¼ ðPP; Y; CR; C0Þ, S ¼ ðPP; aux; DBÞ and
SK ¼ y.

� QueryðPK;S; xÞ. Assume that the current public key
PK ¼ ðPP; Y; CR; CT Þ. Given a query index x, the

server computes pðT Þx ¼Q
1�j�q;j 6¼x h

v
ðT Þ
j
x;j and returns

the proofs

t ¼ �
vðT Þx ;pðT Þx ;HT ; CT�1; CðT Þ; T

�
:

� VerifyðPK; x; tÞ. Parse the proofs t ¼ ðvðT Þx ;pðT Þx ;HT ;

CT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ. Then, anyone (including the client)
can verify the validity of the proofs t by checking
whether the following two equations eðHT ; gÞ ¼
eðHðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ; Y Þ and eðCT=HTh

v
ðT Þ
x
x ; hxÞ ¼

eðpðT Þx ; gÞ hold.5 If the proofs t is valid, the verifier

accepts it and outputs vðT Þx . Otherwise, outputs an
error ?.

� UpdateðSK; x; v0xÞ. To update the record of index x,
the client firstly retrieves the current record vx from
the server. That is, the client obtains t  
QueryðPK;S; xÞ from the server and checks that
VerifyðPK; x; tÞ ¼ vx 6¼?.

Set T  T þ 1, the client firstly computes

CðT Þ ¼ CT�1
HT�1 h

v0x�vx
x and t0x ¼ HT ¼ HðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þy,

and then sends ðt0x; v0xÞ to the server. If t0x is valid,

then the server computes CT ¼ HTC
ðT Þ and updates

the public key with PK ¼ ðPP; Y; CR; CT Þ. Also, the
server uses the value of v0x to update the database
record of index x, i.e., DBðxÞ  v0x. Finally, the
server adds the information of ðt0x ¼ HT ;CT�1;
CðT Þ; T Þ to aux in S.

5. If the verifier is client, then he needs only to check whether
HT ¼ HðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þy holds in order to decrease the computation
overload.
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6 ANALYSIS OF OUR PROPOSED VDB

6.1 Security Analysis

Theorem 6.1. The proposed VDB scheme is secure.

Proof. Similar to [17], we prove the theorem by contradic-
tion. Assume there exists a polynomial-time adversary A
that has a non-negligible advantage � in the experiment

ExpVDB
A ½DB; k� for some initial database DB, then we can

use A to build an efficient algorithm B to break the Squ-
CDH assumption. That is, B takes as input a tuple g; ga

and outputs ga
2
.

First, B randomly chooses an element x� 2R Zq as a
guess for the index x� on which A succeeds in the experi-

ment ExpVDB
A ½DB; k�. Then, B randomly chooses zi 2R Zp

and computes hi ¼ gzi all 1 � i 6¼ x� � q. Let hx� ¼ ga.
Besides, B computes:

hi;j ¼ gzizj for all 1 � i 6¼ j � q and i; j 6¼ x�;
hi;x� ¼ hx�;i ¼ ðgaÞzi for all 1 � i � q and i 6¼ x�.
Set PP ¼ ðp; q;G1;G2;H; e; g; fhig; fhi;jgÞ, where 1 �

i 6¼ j � q. Then, B randomly selects an element y 2R Zp

and computes Y ¼ gy. Given a database DB, B computes

the commitment CR ¼
Qq

i¼1 h
vi
i . Also, B computes

H0 ¼ HðCR;CR; 0Þy and C0 ¼ H0CR. Define PK ¼ ðPP;
Y; CR; C0Þ, S ¼ ðPP; aux; DBÞ and SK ¼ y. B sends PK to
A. Note that PK and S are perfectly distributed as the
real ones. To answer the verify and update queries of A
in the experiment, B just simply runs the real
QueryðPK;S; xÞ and UpdateðSK; x; v0xÞ algorithms and
responds with the same value. Note that the
UpdateðSK; x; v0xÞ algorithm requires the secret key y of
B, and A cannot perform this algorithm without the help
of B. Therefore, the FAU attack is no longer successful in

the experiment Exp0VDBA ½DB; k�.
Suppose that ðx̂; t̂Þ be the tuple returned by A at the

end of the experiment, where t̂ ¼ ðv̂; p̂;SlÞ. Besides, note
that if A wins with a non-negligible advantage � in the

experiment, then we have v̂ 6¼?, v̂ 6¼ v
ðlÞ
x̂ and eðCðlÞ; hx̂Þ ¼

eðhv
ðlÞ
x̂
x̂ ; hx̂ÞeðpðlÞx̂ ; gÞ ¼ eðhv̂

x̂; hx̂Þeðp̂; gÞ.
If x̂ 6¼ x�, B aborts the simulation and fails. Otherwise,

we have hx̂ ¼ ga. Trivially, B can compute

ga
2 ¼ �

p̂=p
ðlÞ
x̂

�ðvðlÞ
x̂
�v̂Þ�1

:

The success probability of B is �=q. tu

Theorem 6.2. The proposed VDB scheme is correct.

Proof. If the server is assumed to be honest, then the
proofs t ¼ ðvðT Þx ;pðT Þx ; HT ; CT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ, where p

ðT Þ
x ¼

Q
1�j�q;j6¼x h

v
ðT Þ
j
x;j . Firstly, note that HT ¼HðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þy,

therefore we have eðHT ; gÞ ¼ eðHðCT�1; CðT Þ; T Þ; Y Þ.
Secondly, due to CT=HTh

v
ðT Þ
x
x ¼ CðT Þ=hv

ðT Þ
x
x ¼Q

1�j�q;j6¼x h
v
ðT Þ
j
j ,

we have eðCT=HTh
v
ðT Þ
x
x ; hxÞ ¼ eðpðT Þx ; gÞ. Hence, the out-

put of the verification algorithm is always the value

vðT Þx . tu
Theorem 6.3. The proposed VDB scheme is efficient.

Proof. It is trivial that the computational resources invested
by the client in our scheme is independent of q (except
for a one-time Setup phase). tu

Theorem 6.4. The proposed VDB scheme is accountable.

Proof. Given the proofs t with the counter T , the client
firstly compares it with the latest counter Tc he stored. If
T < Tc, then the client sends the corresponding signature
s on Tc to the judge as the proof. Otherwise, he sends t to
the judge as the proof since the verification of t will fail if
the server has tampered with the database. tu

6.2 Comparison

In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with
Benabbas-Gennaro-Vahlis scheme and Catalano-Fiore
scheme.

Firstly, all of the three schemes require a one-time
expensive computational effort in the Setup phase. Sec-
ondly, our proposed scheme is secure against FAU attack
and can support the public verifiability simultaneously
(this is different from the other two schemes). Besides,
our scheme is efficient since the computational resources
invested by the client is independent on the size of the
database. Trivially, most of the expensive computational
overhead are outsourced to the server (this is same in
all three schemes). Finally, the server invests all of the
storage resources in order to store and update the data-
base. That is, the client does not require to store any
data locally.

Table 1 presents the comparison among the three
schemes. We denote by M a multiplication in G1 (or G2), E
an exponentiation in G1, I an inverse in G1, P a computation

TABLE 1
Comparison among Three Schemes

Schemes Benabbas-Gennaro-Vahlis Scheme Catalano-Fiore Scheme Our Proposed Scheme

Computational Model Amortized Model Amortized Model Amortized Model
Computational Assumption Subgroup Member Assumption CDH Assumption CDH Assumption
Secure against FAU Attack Yes No Yes
Public Verifiability No Yes Yes
Accountability No No Yes
Server Computation (Query) ðq � 1ÞM þ 2P ðq � 1ÞðM þ EÞ ðq � 1ÞðM þ EÞ
Verifier Computation (Verify) 4M þ 3E þ 2F þ 1P 1M þ 1E þ 1I þ 2P 2M þ 1E þ 1I þ 4P
Client Computation (Update) 2M þ 3E þ 2F þ 1P 1M þ 1E 2M þ 2E þ 1I
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of the pairing, and F an operation on a pseudo-random
function. We omit other operations such as addition in G1

for all three schemes.
We argue that the groups G1 and G2 in Benabbas-Gen-

naro-Vahlis scheme are different from those in our scheme
since their scheme uses bilinear groups of composite order.
Thus, the operations in the groups require different compu-
tational overload though we use the same notions for both
schemes. As a result, our scheme is more efficient than
Benabbas-Gennaro-Vahlis’s scheme since our scheme uses
bilinear groups of prime order.

6.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we provide a thorough experimental evalua-
tion of the proposed VDB scheme. Our experiments are sim-
ulated with the pairing-based cryptography (PBC) library
on a LINUX machine with Intel Core i5-3470 processors
running at 3.20 GHz and 4 G memory. Throughout this
experiment, to precisely evaluate the computation complex-
ity at both client and server sides, we simulate both entities
on this LINUX machine.

We provide the time costs simulation for schemes [15],
[17] and our scheme in Fig. 2 when q ¼ 500. The time cost of
query, verify and update algorithm for all three schemes are
shown in Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c, respectively. The simulation
results of Fig. 2a reveal that the growth rate of our scheme is
the same as that of scheme [17], while relatively higher than
that of scheme [15]. Therefore, both the scheme [17] and
ours require more overhead than that of scheme [15]. How-
ever, we argue that the computational overhead of query
algorithm is only performed by the cloud server rather than
the resource-constrained client. Therefore, it is practical in
cloud outsourcing environment. On the other hand, the sim-
ulation results in Figs. 2b and 2c indicate that our scheme
is much more efficient than scheme [15] in both verify and

update algorithms which are performed by client. Besides,
since the scheme [17] suffers from the FAU attack and the
scheme [15] only provides private verifiability, our scheme
is most suitable for real-world applications.

In Fig. 3, we provide the efficiency comparison for cli-
ent side (i.e., the total computational overhead for verify
and update algorithms) among three schemes. We pres-
ent the comparison for three schemes that support public
and private verifiability in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively.
Trivially, the public verification requires more overhead
than the private one in our scheme. Also, it is obvious
that our scheme is superior to scheme [15] for client side
overhead.

Fig. 4 shows the efficiency comparison for server side
with the increasing of data size q. Trivially, the computa-
tional overhead of server side in our scheme is the same as
that of scheme [17], while much higher than that of scheme
[15]. However, our scheme is still efficient for real-word
applications. For example, given a very large database that
has 100,000 data records and each record could be arbitrary
payload sizes, the time cost of the server in our scheme is
only less than 5 minutes.

7 CONCLUSION

The primitive of verifiable database with efficient updates
is useful to solve the problem of verifiable outsourcing of
storage. However, the existing schemes either does not
support the public verifiability or suffer from the forward
automatic update attack. In this paper, we propose a new
framework for verifiable database with efficient updates
from vector commitment, which is not only public verifi-
able but also secure under the FAU attack. Besides, we
prove that our construction can achieve the desired secu-
rity properties.

Fig. 2. Efficiency comparison.

Fig. 3. Client efficiency comparison. Fig. 4. Server efficiency comparison.
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